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Help prevent incidents 
before they occur by 
letting others know if your 
dog is approachable or 
requires space

Just because your dog is friendly, it does 
not mean that others are, some may 
be nervous, reactive, fearful, in training, 
medically compromised or owned by 
someone who wants to be left alone. 
Imagine if you could give your dog a voice.

www.friendlydogcollars.com.au
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FROM THE 
PRESIDENT
Welcome to the special 
edition of ChinWag 
to celebrate ARF’s 
20th anniversary!

Unfortunately our plans 
for an ARF birthday party 
could not go ahead due 
to the pandemic, but we 
are still celebrating with 
the theme of “Recognising 
Our Volunteers: Past, 
Present and Future”. Head over to the ARF website 
at www.fosterdogs.org/20-year-anniversary/ to 
read stories and interviews from our volunteers and 
members, including a message from founding member 
Katie Nelson. 

This is a special issue that looks back at ARF and its dogs 
over the past 20 years. We step back in time and read the 
first issue of ARF’s newsletter and learn how it evolved into 
ChinWag. We find out about some very special ARF dogs 
who went from humble beginnings to become heroes and 
champions. We also reflect on how our relationship with 
dogs has changed over the past 20 years. 

A special thank you to all our supporters and volunteers 
now and over the past 20 years. 

Follow us on social media for all the latest in ARF news 
and available dogs. 

Kathleen Rampant 
President, ACT Rescue and Foster

ABOUT ARF
ARF is an incorporated association of people in the 
ACT and surrounding NSW region who rescue dogs 
and foster them in their own homes for as long as it 
takes to find them loving, permanent homes. All dogs are 
desexed, vaccinated, wormed and microchipped before 
going to their new homes.  
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WE WELCOME FEEDBACK AND 
CONTRIBUTIONS INCLUDING 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES, ADOPTION 
UPDATES AND REVIEWS.  

IF YOU HAVE ANY FOSTERING OR DOG 
BEHAVIOUR QUESTIONS YOU WOULD 

LIKE ANSWERED OR IDEAS FOR 
ARTICLES, CONTACT OUR EDITOR AT  

CHINWAG@FOSTERDOGS.ORG  
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CHINWAG: A HISTORY

2002 2004

2003 2008

The first ARF newsletter was published in 
February 2002. It was a simple yet informative, 
black and white, two-page document with 
a president’s message, some available 
dogs, recipes, facts and updates about 
adopted dogs. Before long, it began including 
information about ARF’s events, a dog-training 
advice column, lists of ARF supporters, 
volunteer callouts, member profiles, book 
reviews and even dog-themed poetry. 

By October 2004, the publication was now officially 
known as the ARF Newsletter and ran with a more 
polished design and better photography until May 
2006. Then, after a hiatus of almost a year, the 
newsletter was relaunched as the ARF Quarterly in 
April 2007. The ARF Quarterly had a much slicker 
design, was condensed back down to two pages, 
and in July 2007 made the significant transition to 
colour! The photographs of ARF dogs were much 
more eye-catching as a result. 

In April 2003, in the wake of the Canberra 
bushfires that summer, ARF committed to 
working with the ACT Cat Adoption Team to 
reunite pets lost in the disaster and called on 
readers of the newsletter to contact them with 
any information about sightings. 

Over time, the number of available dogs began 
to grow, and by December 2003 the ARF 
newsletter expanded to four pages including a 
paper form that you could fill out and return via 
post with a $15 cheque to become a member. 
The additional pages created space for more 
long-form articles. The first was by volunteer 
Raelene Stewart in February 2004 about the 
advantages to microchipping your dog.

The ARF Quarterly had a 
professional, succinct tone and 
included things such as ARF 
statistics, volunteer profiles and 
information for the public such 
as an announcement about 
Canberra’s first off-lead dog park in 
June 2008. The publication began 
to grow in length again with lots of 
articles and tips about dog training. 

By Angharad Lodwick
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2009 2020

2011

2022

The February 2009 issue invited readers to 
propose a new name for the newsletter in 
recognition of the decision to publish more 
than four times a year, and in May 2009 
former ARF President Wendy Parsons was 
announced as the winner for her suggestion 
of Chinwag as the new name. Wendy won an 
ARF prize pack which she generously donated 
to a lucky foster carer. Over the next two 
years, ChinWag was published a little more 
infrequently but when issues were released 
they were fun, colourful and informative. 

After over eight years as ChinWag’s editor, Aine 
handed the magazine over to me to continue the 
magazine’s legacy while still providing support as 
assistant editor. In order to maintain ChinWag’s 
high quality and informative articles, I scaled back 
the publication frequency to biannually and saw 
my first issue as editor published in Winter 2020. 
I loved the magazine’s professional and engaging 
style, and it works perfectly for features about 
the amazing things people and dogs achieve 
together. Planning and putting together each issue 
of ChinWag is a twice-yearly highlight for me and 
I especially look forward to choosing a theme for 
each issue. 

In 2011, contributor Aine Dowling took 
over as editor and the seasonally-themed 
Summer 2011-2012 issue spanning 
14 pages was a big step towards the 
magazine we know and love today. 
Aine collaborated with graphic designer 
Byron Carr to produce a 28 page digital 
publication, and saw the potential of 
ChinWag as a printed magazine. The first 
print issue was launched in Summer 2016 
and has been printed by ANU University 
Press ever since. 

As ARF celebrates its 20 year anniversary, 
it has been a delight to reflect on the 
history of its magazine and the work that 
prior editors have done to produce an 
informative publication that celebrates 
ARFs achievements. ChinWag would 
not be possible without the input and 
cooperation of all the contributors, graphic 
designers, photographers, foster carers 
and adoptive families who are all united 
by their love, commitment and respect for 
ARF and its dogs.
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Dogs looking for new homes... 

About ARF... 
ARF is an association of people in the ACT who rescue dogs from euthanasia 
and foster them for as long as it takes to find them loving, permanent homes.  

ARF aims to rescue and rehome as many unwanted dogs as we can and edu-
cate the community about responsible dog companionship. 

All available dogs are desexed, vaccinated, wormed and registered. ARF asks 
only for a rescue contribution of $150 per dog to help cover vet costs, plus any 
donations people may wish to make.  

For more information, please contact us at the address listed overleaf.

Issue 1, February 2002 

ACT Rescue and Foster (ARF!) 

President’s message 

The last six months have been 
a busy, but rewarding time for 
ACT Rescue and Foster 
(ARF!).  

Our first meeting was held on 
23 August 2001 and since then 
we have been setting up our 
policies and procedures as well 
as rescuing and rehoming over 
twenty dogs. 

ARF welcomes new people 
into the association and help is 
always needed in all kinds of 
ways. You don’t have to foster 
dogs to be a member of ARF.  

If you’d like to get involved, 
please contact us at the address 
listed overleaf or visit our web-
site at: 
www.keywords.com.au/arf  

The problem of pet overpopu-
lation is multi-faceted and 
ARF aims to try and find solu-
tions to long-term problems as 
well as help in immediate 
situations. 

That is why we strongly urge 
all people to desex their pets 
and treat them as valued mem-
bers of the family. 

The next six months will see us 
building our membership base, 
finalising some administrative 
arrangements, increasing pub-
licity, and saving more dogs. 

I look forward to hearing from 
you!  

Michele Warner 

Rosie is a senior female 
sweetie, about 10 years 
old, who is quiet, gentle 
and affectionate. She 
would make a perfect 
companion for an older 
person or couple. Rosie is 
vaccinated, wormed, de-
sexed and microchipped.  

If you would like to meet 
Rosie, please contact  
Katie. 

Kent is a male Pharaoh 
Hound, around 12 months 
old. He is very friendly to all 
strangers, loves other dogs 
and is OK with cats. Kent 
will need training, lots of ex-
ercise and someone who is 
dog wise. He comes de-
sexed, vaccinated, wormed 
and heart-worm free.  

Please contact Marisha. 

Arthur is an older fellow, 
about 10 years old, who 
still has a lot of life left in 
him. He gets on well with 
other dogs and loves  
people. This adorable dog 
deserves to live out the 
rest of his days in a loving, 
comfortable home with a 
soft, warm bed.  

If you would like to meet 
Arthur please call  Virginia. 
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We responded to an ARF classified in the 
Canberra Times looking for a loving home 
for a three-year old Silky.  
Basil has been with us for over two months 
now and what a wonderful and welcome ad-
dition to our family he is! 
When he first came to us he had a few misun-
derstandings about his position in the family 
and was a bit snappy with 12-year old Julian. 
However, with a little bit of patience, under-
standing and some reward-based training, 

we’ve sorted out those problems and our 
Bazzy is now very secure in his position as our 
much loved family dog. 
Basil is such a rewarding little fellow—always 
so full of enthusiasm and welcomes when we 
come home and so keen to be a part of every 
family activity.   
He loves going in the car almost as much as he 
loves chasing his ball!   
Without doubt Basil has enriched our lives. 

We rely on donations to continue our life-saving work.  Any 
help you can provide, financial or otherwise, will be very 
gratefully accepted. 

Five ways you can help ARF help dogs...  

Basil with his new ’Mum’ 

Facts of life… 

There are too many unwanted dogs and not 
enough homes for them. In 2000-2001, the ACT 
Pound euthanased 444 dogs and the ACT RSPCA 
put down 203 dogs and 66 puppies. 

Issue 1 ACT Rescue and Foster (ARF!) 

Most dogs in pounds and shelters are perfectly 
normal, well-behaved dogs who are there through 
no fault of their own. 
• Dogs get accidentally lost from gates being left

open.
• Dogs get frightened by thunderstorms and fire-

crackers, escape, and then become lost.
• Inappropriate dogs are chosen on impulse, and

later dumped or handed into the shelter.
• Or their companions just lose interest in them.

Why do dogs end up in Rescue? The top ten reasons people surrender 
their dogs are: 

1. Moving
2. Landlord not allowing pet
3. Too many animals in household
4. Cost of pet maintenance
5. Owner having personal problems
6. Inadequate facilities
7. No homes available for litter mates
8. Having no time for pet
9. Pet illness
10. Biting

Combine flour, baking soda and salt; mix well 
and set aside. Cream butter and sugar; beat in 
egg and vanilla. Add flour mixture, mixing well. 
Stir in remaining ingredients. Drop rounded 
teaspoons onto ungreased baking sheets. Bake 
at 180 degrees for 16 minutes. Cool on baking 
sheet for a minute or so before removing to 
cooling rack.  Yum! 

My New Home... 
This issue: Basil by Lyn Boyer 

Recipe! 

Cheesie Bacon  
Dog Biscuits 
3/4 cup wholemeal flour  
1/2 tsp. baking soda  
1/2 tsp. salt  
200g margarine, softened  
2/3 cup brown sugar  
1 egg, slightly beaten  
1 1/2 tsp. vanilla  
1 1/2 cups regular oats 
1 cup shredded cheese  
2/3 cup wheat germ  
250g bacon, cooked crisp, 
drained, and crumbled  

1. Become a member of ARF
2. Become a foster carer
3. Sponsor a dog
4. Donate fundraising items or supplies

such as food
5. Make a financial donation

For more information, please contact Michele Warner  
or Katie Nelson or write to: 

ACT Rescue and Foster (ARF) 
PO Box 827 
Belconnen Mall ACT 2616 
http://www.keywords.com.au/arf 



DOGS WITH JOBS
ARF HEROES

Over the years, ChinWag has interviewed dogs with important jobs from around 
Australia. However, not all dogs are born into excellence: some dogs come from very 
humble beginnings. Over the years there have been some exceptional ARF dogs who 
have gone from being fostered to becoming heroes. These are some of their stories.

“Some are born great, some achieve greatness and 
some have greatness thrust upon ‘em.”

Twelfth Night, William Shakespeare

NEDDY THE WONDER DOG
With thanks to ARF co-founder 
Katie Nelson and the Department 
of Agriculture, Water and 
the Environment 

The story goes that in 2002, a two 
year old Border Collie called Ned 
had his life saved at the eleventh 
hour by foster carer Karen Hindley 
who was able to intervene when he 
was on the vet’s table, about to be 
put down. She was able to contact 
a tester who determined that he had 
some excellent qualities that might 
make him suitable for the Australian 
Quarantine Inspection Service 
(AQIS). He was accepted into the 
AQIS training program in Heathcote 
NSW on 25 March 2002. He did so 

well during his initial training that he 
was given the nickname ‘Neddy the 
Wonder Dog’.

Ned officially passed his AQIS 
training course in November 2002 
and began working in the field 
screening international mail and 
finding items such as lavender and 
tea with citrus and conifer. Ned also 
discovered an affinity for chocolate 
biscuits (which he was meant to 
leave alone) and featured in the ABC 
TV show ‘Creatures Features’. 

According to the Department 
of Agriculture, Water and 
the Environment: 

“Ned went on to become one of the 
more successful detector dogs of 
the time, accumulating in excess of 
4000 live interceptions before retiring 
in 2009. He spent his retirement 
living with his handler Marian...
During retirement Ned shared the 

couch, bed and backyard with 
another retired detector dog (Paige) 
and enjoyed trips to the beach and 
chasing balls. Ned loved learning 
new tricks and even featured in 
an independent horror movie. 
He passed in October 2014.

Ned’s is a real wags to riches story. 
He came from a humble background 
as a rescue dog, but is remembered 
for having made a significant 
contribution towards securing 
Australia’s border from biosecurity 
risk and later for being a much loved 
family companion. 

Detector dogs continue to play an 
important role in protecting Australia 
from biosecurity risks - more 
information is available at: https://
www.awe.gov.au/biosecurity-trade/
policy/australia/detector-dogs.” 
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GRIFFEY THE HERO
While some dogs have to wait until 
they are adopted to begin training 
for a new job, in 2004 a cheerful 
and well-mannered 10 year old 
terrier cross called Griffey earned his 
keep while he was still in care! His 
foster carer had left a griller on while 
she was working on the computer 
in another room, and Griffey ran 
barking into the kitchen to let her 
know that there were flames up 
to the ceiling. Not all heroes wear 
capes, and Griffey’s story is a fine 
example of one of the lesser-known 
benefits of fostering dogs.

ANDY THE EXPLOSIVE 
DETECTION DOG
With thanks to Lyn Boyer and 
Andrea Hinchens

Kelpie-Shepherd cross Andy was 
surrendered to Domestic Animal 
Services in 2005 because he was 
considered to be “too active”. It 
became clear that Andy was a 
special dog early on because while 
in foster care, he sounded the alarm 
that there was a small backyard fire 
that was threatening to spread to 
other nearby houses. 

After being fostered with ARF, he 
was given to another group who 
worked with the Australian Defence 
Force in 2006. After completing his 
training as an explosive detection 
dog in 2007, he was deployed to 
southern Afghanistan as a member 
of the Special Operations Task 
Group. His job was to search for and 
detect improvised explosive devices. 

Very sadly, Andy was accidentally 
killed in late 2007 when he was hit 

Email: cte_canberra@yahoo.com Phone: 0424 314 352 Canine Training & Enrichment - Canberra

PRIVATE LESSONS

SMALL GROUP CLASSES

WALK & TRAINS

PUPPY SOCIALISATION  
SESSIONS

PERSONALLY DESIGNED 
TRAINING PACKAGES

by a vehicle in the Kamp Holland 
complex at Tarin Kowt and was 
mourned by the specialist dog 
handlers and Australian soldiers 
he served with. Andy is one of 
the explosive detection dogs and 
special operations working military 
dogs commemorated on the 
Afghanistan Avenue of Honour in 
Yungaburra, Queensland.

The text of the memorial is as follows:

I question not your commands
I follow faithfully wherever you go
I pledge my loyalty no matter what
I share the danger of your domain
and will readily lay down my life for 
yours ...
... for in this moment we are one 
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A DOG’S LIFE
A 20-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE

By Rose Ciccarelli

When ACT Rescue and Foster (ARF) began and Australians celebrated the Centenary 
of Federation in 2001, what was the world like for dogs and how has that changed? 

Over ARF’s 20 years of history, seven trends have emerged in the lives of dogs.

More and more of us want dogs. 
In 1994, 37.5% of pet owners had 
dogs (Australian Bureau of Statistics). 
Today, an astounding 72% of pet 
owners choose dogs as their 
pets while nearly half (48%) of all 
Australians have dogs (University of 
Melbourne, 2020).

In the past, people bought dogs for 
mostly practical reasons; perhaps 
they wanted a working dog, a 
watchdog, or a way to teach children 
responsibility by caring for a pet. 
Over 20 years, the role of the dog has 
changed. “Dogs are now members 
of our family,” says Dr Isabelle Resch, 
one of the founders of Inner South 
Veterinary Centre (https://www.
innersouthvets.com.au/).  

Dogs have become family members 
or even a beloved companion 
that takes the place of children. 
The phrase fur baby entered the 
Macquarie Dictionary in 2015.

Most importantly, people want a 
dog that matches their lifestyle. 
To that end, designer dogs were 
developed—crosses between two 
or more purebreds to obtain a 
particular size, personality, or other 
attribute. In the late 1980s, the first 
labradoodles were bred in Australia 
to create a hypoallergenic guide 
dog, and the following decades saw 
a surge in popularity for all types of 
designer oodles.

FINDING 
YOUR DOG

I WANT A DOG

The way we get a dog has 
changed, notes Glen Braithwaite, 
long-time dog owner and principal 
at Holdfast Photography (https://
www.holdfastphotography.com.
au/), where his preferred genre is 
dog photography. “You found a 
dog in a pet shop or a shelter or 
the pound.” 

Rachael Szczerbiak, Shift 
Supervisor at Pups4Fun (https://
www.pups4fun.com.au/), agrees, 
adding that another option was 
answering an ad in the paper 
placed by someone with an 
extra-large litter of puppies. 

Over the years, revelations about 
puppy farms eliminated the 
pet shop market, while rescue 
organisations (like ARF) sprang up 
to foster and rehome dogs. The 
Adopt, Don’t Shop movement 
has gained momentum, and 
today in the ACT, most people 
either adopt a rescue dog or buy 
directly from breeders.

The internet has made 
information about dogs readily 
available. Additionally, many 
rescue organisations like ARF 
perform behavioural assessments 
to make the best matches 
between dogs and people.

2

1
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In the ACT, the Domestic Animals 
Regulation 2001 mandates 
microchipping, making it 
easier to find lost dogs, recalls 
Jeanette Mitchell, a dog owner 
for 47 years. Over the years, 
she’s noticed far fewer dogs 
wandering in the streets, likely 
because of stronger leash laws. 
“If you do see a dog wandering 
today, he’s likely lost, or there’s 
something wrong,” she observes. 
She also notes that desexing is 
far more prevalent than it was 
20 years ago.

While a few rules are stricter, with 
owners required to collect dog 
waste and dogs prohibited from 
some nature reserves to protect 

FOLLOWING 
THE RULES 
FOR YOUR DOG3

are better (such as those for 
heartworm, fleas, and ticks) as are 
surgical interventions. Clients more 
often have pet insurance and are 
willing to have senior dogs treated. 
Behavioural interventions, Dr. Resch 
notes, are also more common since 
the field “was in its infancy 20 years 
ago.” Psychology and psychiatry are 
used to treat mental health issues 
in dogs just as they are in people. 
The emphasis may be changing as 
well, with the purpose of behavioural 
intervention originally to “fix” 
destructive behaviour shifting more 
to concern about the dog’s wellbeing 
and happiness.

Rhiannon Beach, founder of 
Pups4Fun, remembers walking to 
school and passing houses with dogs 
in the backyard with nothing to do all 
day while their people were at work. 
She wanted to change that, so she 
founded Pups4Fun, which offers dogs 
safe spaces to run freely and services 
like specialised day-care, playgroups, 
training classes, and grooming. Her 
goal is to try to help “as many dogs as 
we can be good canine citizens.” 

Enrichment activities are so important 
because of the rapid pace that dogs 
have gone from working animals to 
companions and family members. 
Rachael Szczerbiak observes, “Dogs 
were originally bred for a function. 
Today owners want a companion to 
fit into their lifestyle, but those original 
traits are still there.” When lifestyles 
run counter to what dogs’ instincts tell 
them to do, problems emerge. In the 
past, those dogs may have ended up 
as rescues or in a shelter. The good 
news now, according to Rhiannon, is 
that committed owners are starting to 
ask “why” when they see behavioural 
problems and look for answers 
through research. Activities like dog 
sports or clubs, she says, can lead to 
“the biological fulfillment of the dog.” 
Rachael agrees, noting that the focus 
is shifting to “Let’s do what’s better 
for the dog.”

CARING FOR 
YOUR DOG4

ENRICHING 
THE LIFE OF 
YOUR DOG5

In 2001, most dogs ate table 
scraps or food made by a few large 
companies. Today, big-box pet 
stores and tiny boutiques alike offer 
premium food and supplements, 
luxury bedding, and high-end 
grooming with organic ingredients.

Veterinary care has changed too, 
according to Dr Resch. Increased 
emotional involvement is joined by 
higher expectations. Her client base 
is knowledgeable, having researched 
issues before coming in. Medications 

wildlife, dog parks, off-leash 
areas, and designated places 
for swimming have sprung up in 
Canberra. Higher density housing 
and smaller lots may have driven 
the establishment of dedicated 
places to exercise dogs. 
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Perhaps the clearest indication of 
the trend toward treating your dog as 
family is the popularity of humanising 
names. Instead of Rover or Spot or 
Lady, the most popular dog names 
in 2020 were Bella, Max, Molly, 
and Chloe.

Rhiannon wonders if we’re moving 
toward a European model, where 
dogs go almost anywhere with us. 
Certainly, there are more people 
activities now open to dogs, such as:

INCLUDING 
YOUR DOG IN 
YOUR LIFE6  § Family photos, including malls 

offering photos with Santa for 
humans and dogs alike

 § Dog clothing, fancy-dress, and 
holiday costume opportunities

 § Birthday parties and cakes 
made for dogs

 § Dog-friendly travel, destinations, 
accommodations, and dining.

Spending more time with our dogs 
helps our health too. Dr Resch points 
out the growing recognition that 
being with dogs yields therapeutic 
value. Studies were just beginning 
twenty years ago, but physicians 

now recognise the physical, 
psychological, and social health 
benefits of having a pet (https://www.
racgp.org.au/afp/2012/june/the-pet-
effect/). The pandemic confirmed the 
benefits of cuddling with your dog.

Twenty years ago, when the family 
dog died, sometimes it meant 
a simple burial in the backyard 
and sometimes it meant telling 
children instead that their pet had 
been sent to live on a farm. Today, 
there’s more ceremony around the 
sad event.

SAYING 
GOODBYE TO 
YOUR DOG7

Glen Braithwaite notes that he 
and other photographers are 
often contacted to take photos of 
beloved senior dogs before they 
die. Dr Resch observes that “clients 
come in knowing how they want this 
to happen” when a dog needs to be 
euthanised. “The process has slowed 
down and is more caring. Children 
are now part of the process.” Dr 
Resch sedates dogs first so they fall 
asleep in the arms of their owners.

Urns, shadow boxes, and glass 
jewellery made from cremains 
memorialise the space our dogs 
leave behind. 

From the moment dogs enter our 
lives until they part from us, they 
leave behind love and indelible 
memories. Twenty years is a long 
time when looking at the lifespans 
of dogs, but it's only the beginning 
for ARF. The best is yet to come!

Photo provided by Pups4Fun, with Milo, the author's curly Groodle, on the far left
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REVIEWS

HOW STELLA  
LEARNED TO TALK
By Christina Hunger

As anyone who has an Instagram 
account for their dogs has seen, 
there is a big trend at the moment of 
dogs learning to use augmentative 
and alternative communication (AAC) 
devices; usually in the form of buttons 
with pre-recorded words that the 
dogs can press with their paws to 
communicate. This is where it all 
started. Speech therapist Christina 
Hunger had a special interest in 
teaching children with verbal delays 
to use AAC, and when she noticed 
her own dog Stella using some of 
the prelinguistic skills she observed 
and assessed in toddlers, she 
wondered if she could teach Stella 
to use AAC devices as well. This is a 
fascinating book that is part-memoir, 
part-guidebook. Hunger walks the 
reader through her trials and errors, 
celebrating the breakthroughs Stella 
has with her communication. Hunger 
shares tips for people who are hoping 
to teach their own dogs to use 
buttons to speak at the end of each 
chapter. While Hunger’s expertise 
is certainly in communication rather 
than dog training, this is a book that 
is likely to be of significant interest to 
dog trainers. 

Published in Australia by Allen & Unwin 
in 2021. 

TOGO
Everyone knows the story of Balto, 
but much less known is the story of 
Leonhard Seppala’s other dog Togo. 
Starring Willem Defoe as Leonhard, 
this is a stirring film that will appeal 
to any dog-lover. Small, sick and 
spirited puppy Togo defies any plan 
Leonhard has for him be it secured in 
a pen, locked in a barn or even given 
away. When Leonhard one day sees 
Togo’s potential as a lead sled dog, 
the two form an unshakeable bond. 
Years later, Togo is beginning to age, 
and Leonhard is wondering how 
much longer he should let Togo lead 
the sled dog team. However, when a 
small Alaskan town has an outbreak 
of diphtheria, the only feasible way 
to try to get antitoxin through the 
harsh winter conditions is by dog 
sled. Leonhard volunteers his team 
and the faithful Togo to lead them 
through the treacherous weather 
to collect the serum. This was a 
beautiful film with incredible scenery, 
and must be watched with at least 
one dog held close. 

Available to stream on Disney+. 

TROUBLE
Spoiled pooch Trouble lives the 
high life with his wealthy, elderly 
owner. However, everything is turned 
upside down when she dies and 
her greedy young relatives come 
to read the will. A mistake sees 
Trouble having to fend for himself on 
the streets, until delivery driver and 
aspiring Zoe nearly hits him with her 
scooter. A familiar story reminiscent 
of animated Disney classics like The 
Aristocats and Oliver & Company, 
the slapstick humour and attempts 
to pull at heartstrings don’t quite hit 
the mark. The dancing squirrels were 
downright annoying and the highlight 
was probably Snoop Dogg’s rap at 
the end of the film that actually just 
summarised the events of the entire 
movie. While the animation was fun, 
ultimately a little more miss than hit. 

Available to stream on Netfix.
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW? 
NINA BY LARRY KING
They say that when you get a cattle 
dog pup you live with a rat bag for 
two years before it settles down. 
Our particular bag of rats is Nina, 
a small cattle dog X. She was less 
than one year old when we first saw 
her at the home of ARF carer, Lisa 
Whitney, in Wamboin. When other 
dogs wanted to play “fetch” she’d 
try to fetch the other dogs. That’s 
probably why she ended up in the 
Walgett pound, looking at a grim 
future. She quickly attached herself 
to Libby, a bond which has grown 
in strength over the seven years 
she has been with us. She is the 
proverbial “shadow dog”, fiercely 
loyal with the typical heeler attitude 
that a job isn’t properly done unless 
a cattle dog is there to supervise. 
She supervises all outdoor activities. 
Her long suit is tilling the soil in the 
vegetable garden. 

She has two siblings: a twelve year 
old male cattle dog and a seven year 
old greyhound, also a rescue dog. 
But Nina is now the alpha female and 
pack leader. She has taken over the 
principal tasks of play initiator and 
watch dog. For the first few weeks 
she didn’t make a sound. But one 
day as a car approached the gate 

HONEY BY ALYSSA
Seven years ago my sister and her 
family adopted Honey from ARF.

They’ve recently moved out of town 
and have taken in a poddy lamb. 
Honey and Milo are pretty darn cute 
together and now have their own 
Instagram account, where my niece 
updates the cuteness.

I thought this might bring some 
smiles to the dial.

she let out a piercing bark out of all 
proportion to her size, and charged 
down the drive with hackles and tail 
at right angles. No one approaches 
our place unannounced anymore. 
Like the other dogs, she sleeps 
where she likes: on a selection of dog 
beds, a leather Chesterfield, an Ercol 

lounge or where the humans sleep. 
We know she’s over-indulged. People 
accuse us of spoiling a working dog. 
We respond that we are, in fact, 
training her to do her job which is to 
be a loving and amusing companion. 
She excels at that and we love her in 
return. And she’s still a ratbag.
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COCO BY ANNETTE AND STEVE
We got an ARFer in April 2017 – he 
is a border collie called Coco who 
appeared in your 2018 calendar and 
the Winter 2017 ChinWag. 

Coco is a very sweet chilled out 
border collie and a cuddle bum who 

GUINNY BY MARK AND ANGELA
Just thought we would send you 
an update on Guinny, he is going 
super well. He's loving being with 
Roxy and is really good with the 
cats. He gets mesmerised by the 

loves, no, needs a cuddle on the 
couch every morning and night. He 
will often climb into your lap for a 
cuddle when you sit on the couch 
during the day.

He keeps an eye on the younger 
dogs (he has a younger brother and 
3 sisters, 2 younger and one older all 

BCs) and even though he is almost 
10 now he still joins in and does 
some fast laps of the garden. He also 
has his own 2.5 acre dog park that 
he loves to run around in and explore 
each day to look for all the new 
smells. He loves his ball, not wanting 
to stop, especially when it is thrown 
far in his big yard.

He was diagnosed with canine lupus 
when we got him. Now on the right 
medication his condition is well 
controlled and his coat has grown 
into a fluffy cloud. He is even going 
along to obedience classes as a 
mature-aged student and learning 
new tricks. He loves going on drives 
in the car and is a regular visitor to 
Bunnings, pet shops and cafes. 
Although we have to be careful that 
he doesn’t try to leave his calling 
card to other dogs. All-in-all he loves 
getting out and about.

We are so pleased Coco came into 
our family, and grateful for all the 
good work ARF do in looking after 
dogs like Coco and finding them 
forever homes. Thanks a million for 
this wonderful little boy.

neighbours’ chooks and knows not 
to get too close to the kangaroos. 
He absolutely loves it when Becky 
brings Phoebe and Hurley as well. 
He's going well with his epilepsy too. 
He's only had 2 seizures that we 
know of since he's been here, one in 

April and a very small one last week 
at the vet. He came out of both of 
these really well. Thank you so much 
for trusting us to adopt him. He is a 
very much loved part of our family, 
who we would be totally lost without.
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ARF has a range of dogs in care from young puppies to mature dogs. If you are interested 
in adopting an ARF dog, please go to fosterdogs.org/adopt/available-dogs and contact 
the carer directly. If you are interested in becoming a foster carer for ARF, please contact 

carer.recruitment@fosterdogs.org. We also work closely with other rescue groups and pounds in the 
Canberra region including New South Wales. If you are looking for a dog of a particular breed, size 
or age, please contact us via info@fosterdogs.org and we may be able to assist you in your search.  

RECENTLY  
ADOPTED 

Compiled by Kathleen Rampant

JESSIE  
Rescued: 3 June 2021
Adopted: 14 June 2021

AUDREY 
Rescued: 9 May 2021

Adopted: 17 June 2021

STELLA
Rescued: 16 April 2021
Adopted: 26 June 2021

SEVEN 
Rescued: 12 March 2021
Adopted: 25 June 2021

KARLI
Rescued: 2 April 2021
Adopted: 10 July 2021

EMILY 
Rescued: 11 June 2021
Adopted: 16 July 2021

ROISIN 
Rescued: 13 March 2021
Adopted: 25 June 2021

MAX
Rescued: 25 June 2021
Adopted: 11 July 2021
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FERDI
Rescued: 20 November 2020

Adopted: 1 August 2021

BILLY
Rescued: 27 June 2021

Adopted: 5 September 2021

RAVEN
Rescued: 14 August 2021
Adopted: 20 August 2021

BOSS
Rescued: 30 July 2021

Adopted: 6 September 2021

LE BON
Rescued: 24 July 2021

Adopted: 28 August 2021

PEACHES
Rescued: 16 April 2021
Adopted: 21 July 2021

KADE 
Rescued: 1 August 2021
Adopted: 21 August 2021

REMY
Rescued: 22 July 2021

Adopted: 9 September 2021

MOSS
Rescued: 24 June 2021

Adopted: 28 August 2021

BUSTA
Rescued: 12 July 2021
Adopted: 23 July 2021

JED
Rescued: 8 June 2021

Adopted: : 3 September 2021

LEROY
Rescued: 14 June 2021
Adopted: 26 July 2021

OKKY
Rescued: 18 July 2021

Adopted: 24 August 2021

BEAR
Rescued: 30 July 2021

Adopted: 9 September 2021

PUGSLEY
Rescued: 3 June 2021

Adopted: 28 August 2021

TOBY
Rescued: 29 March 2021

Adopted: 24 July 2021
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TRULY
Rescued: 30 July 2021

Adopted: 12 September 2021

ASH
Rescued: 7 September 2021
Adopted: 13 October 2021

HARMONY
Rescued: 30 July 2021

Adopted: 12 September 2021

MICAH
Rescued: 9 October 2021
Adopted: 23 October 2021

BUDDY
Rescued: 12 August 2021

Adopted: 29 September 2021

RADAR 
Rescued: 1 September 2021
Adopted: 8 November 2021

GRIFF 
Rescued: 23 August 2021

Adopted: 16 September 2021

NEO
Rescued: 13 October 2021
Adopted: 30 October 2021

PEPPY
Rescued: 3 September 2021

Adopted: 7 October 2021

SOPHIE 
Rescued: 6 October 2021

Adopted: 10 November 2021

SUSI
Rescued: 27 August 2021
Adopted: 12 October 2021

CHEESE
Rescued: 1 October 2021

Adopted: 21 November 2021

HAZEL
Rescued: 10 July 2021

Adopted: 19 September 2021

BOBBY
Rescued: 18 August 2021

Adopted: 2 November 2021

BRYN
Rescued: 20 September 2021

Adopted: 10 October 2021

MANDY
Rescued: 9 April 2021

Adopted: 12 November 2021
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CLYDE
Rescued: 25 November 2021
Adopted: 11 December 2021

ANDY
Rescued: 9 April 2021

Adopted: 3 January 2022

HALO 
Rescued: 31 August 2021

Adopted: 11 December 2021

DUDLEY
Rescued: 27 October 2021
Adopted: 20 January 2022

FREDDIE
Rescued: 22 October 2021

Adopted: 22 December 2021

YEN
Rescued: 18 December 2021

Adopted: 30 January 2022

MISHKA
Rescued: 11 July 2021

Adopted: 11 December 2021

BORIS
Rescued: 31 December 2021

Adopted: 24 January 2022

KODA
Rescued: 2 November 2021

Adopted: 2 January 2022

DJANGO 
Rescued: 5 September 2020

Adopted: 2 January 2022

CRUNCHIE
Rescued: 29 September 2021
Adopted: 17 December 2021

BEAU
Rescued: 9 April 2021

Adopted: 28 January 2022

DIEGO 
Rescued: 1 October 2021
Adopted: 2 January 2022
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www.ravencodogcakes.com  

or via Instagram at  

@ravencodogcakes 

Place your order today

O U R 'ANY O CCAS I O N ' 

CAKES AR E PE RSO NALI S E D 

FO R E ACH CU S TO M E R, 

IN CLU D IN G YO U R D O G ' S 

FAVO U R ITE FL AVO U RS 

AN D TR E AT S

LO CAL , HAN D MAD E , FR ES H LY 

MAD E D O N UT S, BAKE D G O O DS, 

BAR KUTE R IE B OXES AN D D O G 

TR E AT S U S IN G 1 0 0% D O G GY 

SAFE IN G R E D IE NT S. WE LOVE 

S E E IN G O U R FU R- CU S TO M E RS 

E NJ OYIN G FU N TR E AT S THAT 

AR E D E LI CI O U S WITH O UT 

B E IN G D E TR IM E NTAL

WE FO CU S O N D O G - FR IE N D LY 

IN G R E D IE NT S WITH O UT HID D E N 

NAS TIES LIKE PRO CES S E D 

S U G AR, SALT S AN D CHE M I CAL S, 

IN S TE AD U S IN G NATU R AL 

IN G R E D IE NT S S U CH AS H O N E Y, 

FRU IT S AN D VEG E TAB LES, 

CO CO N UT O IL AN D YO G H U R T. 

ALL O U R PRO D U CT S AR E TAS TE-

TES TE D BY O U R IN S PIR ATI O N, 

R AVE N O U R B L ACK 

L AB R AD O R R E TR IE VE R.

http://www.ravencodogcakes.com


DOG SPORTS
ARF CHAMPIONS

Twiggy and Amazing Grace 
were two wonderful canines 
who stole our hearts and will 

forever be etched in our memories. 

Both Twiggy and Amazing Grace 
were rescue dogs and both had really 
tough starts. We first rescued their big 
brother, Pjevs, who was a beautiful 
boy. When we saw Twiggy on the ARF 
website, we knew we had to have her: 
she looked just like him. Twiggy was 
rescued at six months old, and two 
years later we completed our family 
with Amazing Grace, also an ARF dog. 

With a lot of love, loads of tennis 
balls and hundreds of tug toys, 
both Twiggy and Amazing Grace 
became flyball champions with 
their brother Pjevs. Faster than 
their competitors, they went from 

winning races to competitions and 
finally championships, including the 
National Flyball Championship in 
2011 which they won undefeated. 
They were known across Australia 
competing for close to 10 years, and 
loved by everyone they met. 

Their biggest accomplishment and 
legacy has been showing human 
flyballers just how amazing rescue 
dogs can be, how much love they 
can give and how much happiness 
they can bring.

One reason people adopt dogs is so they can do activities together, and many 
ARF dogs over the years have enjoyed running, chasing balls and swimming. 
However some people are looking for dogs to do competitive sports with, and 

some ARF dogs have gone on to become very successful athletes. 

“A trophy carries dust. Memories last forever”

Mary Lou Retton,  
Olympic Gold Medallist in Gymnastics

Team members: Lisa & Amazing Grace, Jan & Twiggy, Linda & Pjevs, 
Joanne & Sirus, Julie & Indiana. Box loader, Ross.

By Linda Pedersen
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BARNEY AND BARKLEY
Both of my dogs, Barney and 
Barkley, recently passed away 
within 3 days of each other in 
October 2021. 

Barney, a staffy, was an ARF rescue 
that I adopted 2 and a half years 
ago. I was eager to adopt an older 
dog so I could provide them with a 
home to live out their golden years. 
We met with Barney’s foster carer 
Brendon to meet the oldest dog on 
the ARF website at the time. I took 
one look at Barney’s sweet face and 
fell in love with him. 

Barney absolutely loved my teenage 
step-kids. He especially loved lying 
upside down on their laps and 
adorably demanded pats by shoving 
his head underneath our hands. He 

was my cuddle buddy, and the way 
he looked into my eyes with such 
trust…I loved him so much. Barney 
wasn’t super energetic, but keen 
to be involved in everything and 
loved his daily walk. Even in his final 
months he would insist I take him out 
for a sniff around the pond. Barney 
didn’t especially like other dogs, but 
if they respected his space when 
he needed it, he had no issues and 
showed positive interest. He was a 
great fit with our other dog, Barkley, 
a labrador. 

Over the last five years, Barkley has 
been helping us rescue and foster 
multiple dogs. He was incredibly 
good with them (it was as if it was 
his calling), giving them space where 
needed, playing with them if they 
were interested, showing them routine 

and how to respond to commands, 
and communicating to us with his 
body when he felt something wasn’t 
right. Barkley was my best friend and 
the love and loyalty he showed our 
family will stay with me forever. 

This year, Barkley was diagnosed 
with cancer and when he started 
showing symptoms and his health 
deteriorated, our other dog Barney 
became stressed and started 
having seizures. Barney already 
had complex issues (due to his 
age) that we were managing with 
Holistic Paws and Gungahlin 
Veterinary Hospital.

I didn’t want to say goodbye to either 
of them. I’m glad they have each 
other’s company while they wait over 
the rainbow for us.

RAINBOW BRIDGE
Gone, but not forgotten.
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AUGIE (HOWIE)
Mr July in the 2016 ARF 
Calendar, Augie crossed the 
Rainbow Bridge in August 2021. 
Sadly missed. 

RUSS
Much-loved Russ crossed the 
Rainbow Bridge in 2021 to join his 
friend Roly, who crossed in 2014.  

LILIANA
Beautiful Liliana, rescued by ARF 
in 2014, has passed over the 
Rainbow Bridge. Liliana came to 
ARF with a fear of people. After 
a bit of time with her foster carer 
working on confidence building, 
she found her forever home. And 
boy did she flourish! She formed a 
special bond with her furever Mum 
and enjoyed her life; especially 
the beach and playing with other 
dogs. She gave us great memories 
and a reminder that every dog 
is so worth it: even, and maybe 
especially, the damaged ones. 

 She gave us great 
memories and a 

reminder that every 
dog is so worth it: 
even, and maybe 
especially, the 
damaged ones.
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ARF STATS 

PRIMARILY DOMESTIC 
ANIMAL SERVICES

DOMESTIC ANIMAL 
SERVICES, SURRENDERS, 
QUEANBEYAN, YASS, 
CAMPBELLTOWN, 
CROOKWELL, 
COOTAMUNDRA

8 MALE 49 MALE

4 228 396 25

10 FEMALE 37 FEMALE

18 86

LARGE LARGEMEDIUM MEDIUMSMALL SMALL

DOGS REHOMED

SEX OF DOGS

SIZE OF DOGS

WHERE DOGS CAME FROM

MOST COMMON BREEDS

 TOTAL DOGS ADOPTED

AND2001 2021

CROSSBREEDS, TERRIERS, 
BORDER COLLIE CROSSES, 

CATTLE DOG CROSSES

STAFFIES AND STAFFY 
CROSSES, CROSSBREEDS, 

KELPIES AND KELPIE CROSSES

3303
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ACTRESCUEANDFOSTER

@ACTRESCUEANDFOSTER

Have you had previous experience with dogs? A secure yard? 
Time and a willingness to help a foster dog adjust to a home 
environment and basic training?

Scan the code or visit fosterdogs.org for more information.

become a foster carer today!
HELP A DOG IN NEED



Like us on Facebook ACTRescueandFoster Follow us on Instagram @actrescueandfoster

SUPPORT THE BUSINESSES THAT SUPPORT US!

ARF BUSINESS DIRECTORY
Support the businesses that support us!

PARKWAY
VETERINARY CENTRE

Inner North 
Veterinary Clinic

Call (02) 6257 7577 
71 Ijong St (cnr Lowanna) 

Braddon ACT 2612

Call (02) 6226 4444 
72-76 Laidlaw Street 

Yass NSW 2582

Hi, I’m Gemma, and I’m modelling my new coat from  
Café Press.

You can get heaps of ARF stuff 
on line and donate at the same 
time. You can get water bottles, 
bags, clothing, mouse mats and 
geeky stuff—and a fabulous coat 
like mine!

Visit www.cafepress.com.au/actrescueandfoster and 
get your cool ARF stuff today!

OH MY DOG PHOTOGRAPHY
Call 0401 292 267 

hello@ohmydogphotography.com.au 
www.ohmydogphotography.com.au
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